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Study of subjective and objective quality
assessment of infrared compressed images

Omar Zelmati1 , Boban Bondžulić1 ,
Boban Pavlović1 , Ivan Tot1 , Saad Merrouche2

Given the lack of accessible infrared compressed images’ benchmarks annotated by human subjects, this work presents
a new database with the aim of studying both subjective and objective image quality assessment (IQA) on compressed
long wavelength infrared (LWIR) images. The database contains 20 reference (pristine) images and 200 distorted (degraded)
images obtained by application of the most known compression algorithms used in multimedia and communication fields,
namely: JPEG and JPEG-2000. Each compressed image is evaluated by 31 subjects having different levels of experience
in LWIR images. Mean opinion scores (MOS) and natural scene statistics (NSS) of pristine and compressed images are
elaborated to study the performance of the database. Five analyses are conducted on collected images and subjective scores,

namely: analysis by compression type, analysis by file size, analysis by reference image, analysis by quality level and analysis
by subject. Moreover, a wide set of objective IQA metrics is applied on the images and the obtained scores are compared
with the collected subjective scores. Results show that objective IQA measures correlate with human subjective results with
a degree of agreement up to 95%, so this benchmark is promising to improve existing and develop new IQA measures
for compressed LWIR images. Thanks to a real-world surveillance original images based on which we analyze how image
compression and quality level affect the quality of compressed images, this database is primarily suitable for (military and
civilian) surveillance applications. The database is accessible via the link: https://github.com/azedomar/compressed-LWIR-
images-IQA-database. As a follow-up to this work, an extension of the database is underway to study other types of distortion
in addition to compression.
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1 Introduction

Over the last decade, as an important field of research,
the image quality assessment (IQA) has been attracting
the attention of several researches [1]. The crucial role
multimedia has been gaining in humans’ life, has strongly
prompted the need of assessing the quality of provided
services, particularly for image and video data. As an-
swer to this need, many works have been dedicated to
provide researchers benchmarks and databases annotated
by human subjects in order to help understanding human
perception of the image quality.

The standard imaging devices used worldwide to cap-
ture images are mainly visual cameras. However, these
cameras could not be used or they generate poor qual-
ity images in cases of complete darkness or low light-
ing scenes. It is also impossible for such cameras to cap-
ture objects throughout opaque materials. To overcome
these limitations, non-illumination based imagers have
been used. These devices utilize infrared (IR) radiation
to generate images [2].

Thermal imaging cameras detect objects and back-
ground radiation from the IR spectral range in so-called
atmospheric transmission windows, known as: near in-
frared (NIR, 0.7-1μm), short wavelength infrared (SWIR,

1-2μm), medium wavelength infrared (MWIR, 3-5μm)
and long wavelength infrared (LWIR, 7.5-14μm). This
work will focus on the LWIR range since most thermal
imaging cameras operate in this atmospheric window [3].

LWIR images can be an asset in executing several as-
signments in many areas and applications such as fire-
fighting [2], medicine [4], industry [5], security surveil-
lance and the military [6, 7], which makes analyzing the
images captured by this type of camera the focus of the
present work.

Infrared imaging is used in many defense applications
to enable high-resolution vision and identification in near
and total darkness. Thermal cameras are nowadays com-
bined with visible cameras (security cameras or embedded
on aerial vehicles) to improve night vision for surveillance
and to enhance automatic threats detection over wide ar-
eas [6]. In infrared imagery, night vision electronic sen-
sors are also deployed by military troops; the objective
is to provide visibility (day or night) in the presence of
smoke, fog, dust or any other obscuring airborne particles.
This can significantly facilitate decision making, monitor-
ing and surveillance, and improve soldier performance [7].

The captured LWIR images are stored and/or trans-
mitted through different media channels, making them
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prone to different types of signal distortions caused by
the transmission media. Other artifacts may occur due
to the imagers themselves or scene conditions. However,
the most common degradation affecting image quality is
caused by compression. The latter is utilized to remedy
the problem of resource limitation such as weak trans-
mission bandwidth and limited memory storage of de-
vices which are usually used by end users. Transmit-
ting or storing the data flow produced by IR imagers
can be quite challenging. Truthfully, LWIR images are
compressed using algorithms such as JPEG, JPEG-2000
and H.265 which are the most known image compression
techniques. Therefore, assessing the quality of the com-
pressed images, either by visual inspection (subjective) or
by computer vision automation (objective), is an essen-
tial measure to be taken before further exploitation. In
this regard, applying IQA techniques comes as a natural
choice to fulfill the requirements related to the desired
image quality.

In an effort towards predicting the quality of captured
images as seen by humans, several IQA models have been
developed to provide a numerical measurement of the dis-
torted image quality. In cases where an original version of
the degraded image is used to elaborate a comparison, the
approach is called full-reference (FR-IQA). Conversely,
no-reference (NR-IQA) techniques do not require access
to the original non-distorted image, assuming that the
reference image is unavailable. It is worthwhile to men-
tion a third technique known as reduced-reference (RR-
IQA), which only uses partial information of the reference
image in order to measure the quality of its degraded ver-
sion [8]. Considering the availability of the original ver-
sion of compressed images, the approaches studied in this
work belong to FR-IQA metrics family.

The accessible databases studying IQA of compressed
LWIR images are very limited. Thereby, the research pre-
sented in this work tends to overcome this issue by provid-
ing a new publicly available database. The main objective
of the work is to provide a benchmark of evaluated LWIR
images. The obtained images are assessed by 31 subjects
who are all military students and officers at the Univer-
sity of Defence in Belgrade. Subjects are chosen randomly
so they have different levels of experience with infrared
images. The evaluations have been made using a software
developed by authors specifically to follow the Interna-
tional Telecommunication Union (ITU) recommendations
released in 10/2019 [9]. The obtained scores have been
studied and different analyses have been carried out in
the aim of assessing the quality of the benchmark.

2 LWIR images and compression

LWIR imagers have many advantages over visual spec-
trum imaging devices, such as their ability to create im-
ages under poor lighting conditions or even in complete
darkness. However, they are prone to several problems,
particularly caused by IR detectors, as well as the influ-
ence of the captured objects themselves.

The visual grayscale or color camera uses lens to create
images by taking all the light rays reflected by the objects
in the scene and focusing them on the image sensor, re-
sulting in a visual image, whereas, IR camera captures in-
frared radiation emitted by objects whose temperature is
above absolute zero, and converts thermal radiation into
visual images perceived by human eyes. Thus, artifacts
like non-uniformity (NU) noise, halo effect and hotspot,
which may occur on LWIR images, have been investigated
in order to reduce their presence or to assess their effect
on the image quality [10]. However, the main interest of
this work is studying the effect of JPEG and JPEG-2000
compression without taking into consideration the above-
mentioned artifacts.

Although thermal sensors have a lower resolution com-
pared to visible camera, resorting to image compression
may be still a necessary step in transmitting IR im-
ages and videos. This results in an efficient usage of the
available bandwidth and helps enhance the communica-
tion system performance. In particular, LWIR images are
transmitted from unmanned aerial vehicles to the control
station via a narrowband wireless channel. In this case,
image compression might be considered as a solution to
the bandwidth availability problem [11].

Moreover, LWIR images use a different bit-depth than
the one usually used for visible images. In fact, most
thermal sensors nowadays offer a bit-depth of 16 bits,
which is different from the classic 8 bits depth used for
visible images. Exploiting the LWIR images in this format
might be a complex task to achieve, and envisaging a
compression algorithm would require a significant amount
of computational resources. Thus, different techniques are
utilized to solve this issue, namely tone mapping [12] and
compression with a higher bit-depth [13].

As with visual spectrum images, compression of LWIR
images highly depends on use case considerations. If im-
ages are transmitted in real time, as in video streaming,
the compression algorithm should meet real-time perfor-
mance, and buffering is required to match the output
generated at the compression encoder with the trans-
mission rate of the communication channel. Performing
compression in real-time is not crucial for storage and
post-processing purposes.

Image compression techniques can be divided into loss-
less and lossy categories [14]. In lossless techniques, com-
pressed image is an exact replica of the original version.
Lossless image compression is widely applied in several
areas including: satellite imagery exploitation, forest fires
monitoring, and medical imaging, where information loss
may lead to an erroneous decision.

Unlike the lossless approaches, the compression ra-
tio (CR) is significantly higher for lossy techniques [15].
Thereby, they are commonly used in image compression
in the aim of increasing the CR to the detriment of the
reconstructed image precision. Many compression appli-
cations tolerate loss of information taking advantage of
human eye characteristics that allow compensation for
some deformations of the resulted images. Lossy image
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Fig. 1. Comparison of images: (a) – JPEG-2000 compressed, and (b) – JPEG compressed

compression is widely used in image transmission through
the internet, in digital images storage and media imag-
ing [15].

Many lossy compression techniques have been intro-
duced. However, the most known algorithms are JPEG
and JPEG-2000. In fact, JPEG is not just one compres-
sion algorithm, but it is a standard including different
algorithms and defined for several modes (baseline, loss-
less, progressive and hierarchical) [16]. The most pop-
ular JPEG mode is the baseline mode. It only supports
lossy encoding and it is based on discrete cosine transform
(DCT) and Huffman coding. The progressive and hierar-
chical modes of JPEG are both lossy and differ from base-
line mode only in the way DCT coefficients are computed
and coded. Meanwhile, the lossless mode is based on a
completely different algorithm with a predictive scheme.
The prediction error is entropy encoded with the Huffman
algorithm [17].

According to Brislawn and Quirk [18], JPEG-2000 is
an improvement of the JPEG standard. JPEG-2000 re-
lies on providing enhanced compression performance and
new functionalities by removing the subdivision step. As
result, it eliminates the blocking artifact that character-
izes DCT-based approximations at high compression ratio
JPEG images [19, 20]. In Fig. 1, despite that JPEG im-
age has a larger file size (9.2 kB), the JPEG-2000 image
seems to have better image quality with much smaller file
size (4.6 kB).

3 Image quality assessment

One of the major issues faced by lossy compression
algorithms lies in assessing the quality of the resulted im-
ages [21]. Conventionally, the image quality is assessed
using distortion. The later is defined by the difference
between the reference and the compressed image. There-
fore, smaller distortion corresponds to a better compres-
sion algorithm. In other words, the distortion quantifies
the fidelity or quality of the compressed image compared
to its original version [19]. The study of this fidelity leads
to defining two types of IQA: objective IQA (OIQA) and
subjective IQA (SIQA).

In practice, OIQA techniques rely on mathematical
models that provide an error estimate of the compressed
image compared to its original [1]. Meanwhile, SIQA ap-
proaches are introduced to collect human perception of
the image quality, by creating databases that contain in-
formation about observers’ judgment. Developing and ex-
ploiting such a database is the main contribution of the
present work.

In order to determine the quality of the compressed
(degraded) image d to its original (reference) r, some
practical measures of distortion can be calculated. One
of the most popular methods is the mean squared error
(MSE) which measures the difference between r and d
assuming that the images are two dimensional functions
of M ×N size. The MSE is

e =
1

M ×N

N∑
j=1

M∑
i=1

[r(i, j)− d(i, j)]2 , (1)

where i and j are respectively horizontal and vertical
positions of a given pixel.

This measurement provides an average value of the
energy loss in the compression of the original image r.
Therefore, an observer will generally evaluate compressed
images with lower MSE to be closer to the original image
(for same type of compression). However, when compar-
ing between two images compressed by different types of
compression, the one with the smaller MSE is not neces-
sarily the one that is perceptually closest or most similar
to the original image.

Related peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) is a simple
squared error measure, measured in dB where interest is
about the size of the error relative to the peak value of
the image. For 8 bits per pixel images, PSNR is defined
as

p = 10log10
2552

e
, (2)

and it can be concluded that higher PSNR values indicate
better image quality.

MSE and PSNR are appealing because of their sim-
plicity and easy implementation, but, they do not match
well with the human visual system (HVS) perception [22].
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Thus, many alternative metrics have been introduced to
overcome this limitation. A set of the most striking tech-
niques will be discussed and used in this work.

Based on the known characteristics of HVS, partic-
ularly, its ability to extract structural information, an
OIQA model based on a measure of structural similar-
ity (SSIM) was proposed in [23]. This full-reference (FR)
model takes advantage of the fact that the natural scenes
exhibit peculiar structures with a pronounced inter-pixel
dependency. Those structures hold essential information
about the elements present in the natural scene. There-
fore, measuring changes of those structures can offer a
reliable assessment of the distorted image quality. The de-
veloped model compares between the original and the dis-
torted version in terms of luminance, contrast and struc-
ture. Based on the three comparisons, the model is able
to provide a quality map which accounts only for struc-
tural distortion. A simple computational model is used
in pooling process. The later can then provide an overall
score which is basically a similarity measurement varying
from −1 to 1 from the worst to the best quality of the
test image.

In practice, the subjective evaluation of an image
might be significantly affected by the sampling density of
the image signal and the distance from the image plane to
the observer. To overcome this issue, a modified SSIM ver-
sion known as multi-scale SSIM (MS-SSIM) was proposed
in [24]. Practically, the proposed metric takes the refer-
ence and distorted images as input, then iteratively ap-
plies a low-pass filter and downsamples the filtered image
by a factor of two. The contrast comparison and the struc-
ture comparison are calculated for each scale. Luminance
comparison is applied just for the last scale. Thereby, the
overall MS-SSIM score is obtained by combining evalua-
tions from all the scales in the pooling phase.

In [25], authors treated the IQA pooling problem from
an information theoretic point of view. Assuming that the
components of the image that contain more information
content would attract more visual attention, the infor-
mation content weighted structural similarity (IW SSIM)
measure is then developed based on a local information
weighting model deployed in the pooling process. The
proposed weighting model relies on multi-scale Laplacian
pyramid transform (LPT) applied on both original and
distorted images. Accordingly, for each scale, an informa-
tion content weight (ICW) map is calculated by apply-
ing a 3 × 3 sliding window on the resulted LPT coeffi-
cients. Therefore, IW SSIM is defined as the combination
of the ICWs and the MS-SSIM measure. Furthermore, in
the same paper, authors defined the information content
weighted MSE (IW MSE) and PSNR (IW PSNR).

The application of IQA in practice requires algorithms
with low computational costs and high correlation with
subjective evaluations. Thereby, authors in [26] proposed
an IQA approach having a high prediction performance
and a low computational cost. Given the fact that per-
ceived quality is strongly correlated to the visual saliency,
the novel algorithm, namely the spectral residual based
similarity (SR SIM), is based on an effective and efficient

visual saliency model (SRVS) [27]. Practically, SR SIM
uses the SRVS map as a feature map that characterizes
the image local quality, and as a weighting function that
indicates the local region importance for the HVS.

A recent approach elaborating the visual saliency
was proposed in [28]. The contrast and visual saliency
similarity-induced index (CVSSI) is a FR-IQA based on
the summation of a deviation-based pooling strategy for a
local contrast similarity map and a global visual saliency
similarity map.

Instead of treating the distortions indiscriminately, au-
thors in [29] proposed to assess the quality of an image
within two aspects, namely: detail losses and additive im-
pairments. Detail losses are commonly a direct result of
the most distortion types. Thereby, detail losses metric
(DLM) is defined to assess the amount of losses. Mean-
while, additive impairments refer to the redundant visual
information that appears in the distorted image but does
not exist in the reference one. A wavelet domain decou-
pling algorithm was developed to provide the additive
impairments metric (AIM). The overall quality measure
ADM is yielded by adaptively combining DLM and AIM.

An IQA metric based on the edge/gradient similarity
(GSM) was proposed in [30]. GSM proved that the gra-
dient information provides more emphasis on distortions
around the edge regions. Therefore, the luminance and
contrast-structure comparisons were conducted by intro-
ducing the gradient information.

Inspired by gradient, authors in [31], proposed to use
gradient-based local quality map for overall image qual-
ity measurement. The proposed metric, namely gradient
magnitude similarity deviation (GMSD) is based on cal-
culating the horizontal and vertical gradients of both orig-
inal and distorted images by applying a 3×3 Sobel filter.
The final quality value of an image is obtained via a pool-
ing phase where the GMSD score represents the standard
deviation of the local quality map.

The multi-scale contrast similarity deviation (MCSD)
was proposed in [32], where authors utilized the contrast
feature alone to design their metric. At each scale, the
contrast similarity deviation (CSD) for both original and
distorted images is calculated. Accordingly, the final qual-
ity score is obtained from pooling the CSDs from each
scale.

The physiological and psychophysical evidence points
towards the existence of visually discernable features that
correspond to the points where the Fourier components
have congruent phases. This fact motivated a low-level
feature similarity metric, named FSIM [33]. Given the
fact that phase congruency is a contrast invariant mea-
sure, the image gradient magnitude was introduced to
account for the contrast variations.

Inspired by the FSIM model, the authors in [34] pro-
posed the Haar wavelet-based perceptual similarity index
(HaarPSI). The amplitude of high-frequency Haar trans-
form coefficients are used to determine local similarities
and the low-frequency coefficients to weigh the relevance
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of similarities/dissimilarities at various locations in the
image domain.

Based on the belief that visual information in an im-
age is often redundant and the HVS tends to perceive an
image on its low-level features at key locations, authors
in [35] proposed the Riesz transform (RT) based feature
similarity (RFSIM) index. RFSIM algorithm compares
between Riesz transform features of both original and dis-
torted image at key regions (regions of interest) in three
stages. Unlike the RFSIM where RT is applied directly on
both original and distorted images to determine the fea-
tures and then estimate the quality, Riesz transform and
visual contrast sensitivity-based feature similarity index
(RVSIM) was proposed by combining RT with visual con-
trast sensitivity to provide the quality score [36].

The authors in [37] proposed an FR-IQA approach,
center-emphasized quality index (CEQI), using visual
saliency and contrast similarity. The idea behind this ap-
proach originates from the psychological vision research
which states that the human vision is biased to the cen-
ter area of an image, and any distortion in this area will
be considerably perceived and compared to distortions
which may affect other areas of the image.

The behavior of the HVS conducted the IQA proposed
in [38]. The authors named their method the most appar-
ent distortion (MAD). The HVS was supposed to behave
differently based on the amount of distortion in the image.
Thereby, two qualities were proposed, namely: detection-
based quality and appearance-based quality. Firstly, a
spatial-domain model is employed in order to take into
consideration the contrast sensitivity function, luminance
and contrast masking with distortion-type-specific ad-
justments. The MSE is then calculated between the origi-
nal and distorted images in order to provide the detection-
based quality. Finally, the overall quality of the degraded
image is computed by taking a weighted geometric mean
of the detection- and appearance-based scores.

Full-reference IQA models usually assume access to
high quality pristine image. However, this assumption
cannot be always guaranteed. Calculating a quality based
on this kind of source image might produce an inaccurate
score. Thereby, assessing the quality of the compressed
image has been achieved using a two-step quality assess-
ment approach (2stepQA) [39]. First, a no-reference (NR)
model is applied to the source image by computing its per-
ceptual distance from the space of high-quality natural
images to assess the degree of possible distortion in this
image. Then an FR model is applied to compare between
the source and the compressed image. An overall score
is obtained as the product of the two calculated scores.
When the source image is of high quality, the obtained
NR score will be sufficiently high, and thus the quality
of the compressed image might be accurately assessed by
the FR model. In the opposite case, if the source image
is distorted, the NR score will serve as a basis to correct
the obtained FR score.

The visual information fidelity (VIF) index [40] views
the IQA problem as an information fidelity problem, and

the images are modeled using Gaussian scale mixtures to
measure the amount of image information. The HVS is
modeled as a channel with a single additive noise compo-
nent that adds uncertainty to the image signal that flows
through the HVS. Therefore, a distorted image is consid-
ered as an original image passed through the distortion
channel. A local VIF score is calculated from both original
and distorted images’ signals processed by the HVS chan-
nel. At last, the final VIF score is a normalized weighing
sum of those local VIF scores.

Authors in [41] were inspired by researches results on
brain theory and neuroscience indicating that the hu-
man brain works with an internal generative mechanism
(IGM) for visual information perception and understand-
ing. The proposed approach adopts a Bayesian prediction
model and the input image is decomposed into predicted
and disorderly portions. An adaptive nonlinear procedure
is applied to combine the results on the two portions and
then estimate the final quality score.

In the sparse feature fidelity (SFF) metric [42], authors
trained a feature detector on a set of natural images using
an independent component analysis algorithm. The test
image is divided into image patches and the mean value of
each patch is calculated. Therefore, all the patch vectors
with zero mean are used for the computation of feature
similarity, while all the mean values serve to compute
luminance correlation. The overall SFF score is obtained
by combining the feature similarity and the luminance
correlation.

In a recent research, a novel deep learning based IQA
metric was proposed to unify structure and texture sim-
ilarity [43]. The deep image structure and texture simi-
larity (DISTS) approach is based on an innovative pre-
trained object-recognition model named VGG. A para-
metric texture model was established by computing the
global means of convolution responses at each stage.

According to [44], objective metrics are not necessarily
correlated to human perception, but they are often used
due to their independency of the observer and assessment
conditions. Consequently, SIQA techniques are much bet-
ter for image evaluation especially in cases where the goal
is to reach high quality images as seen by end-users. Thus,
in this work, a database of compressed LWIR JPEG and
JPEG-2000 images was evaluated by human subjects in
order to study the agreement between subjective and ob-
jective scores.

4 Database description

4.1 Sources of LWIR images

The new LWIR image database is formed using JPEG
(JPG) and JPEG-2000 (J2K) compressed images issued
from the database presented in [45]. This database was
created by collecting images from four different databases:
MORRIS [46], TRICLOBS [47], Military academy 1 and
Military academy 2 [48]. A different thermal sensor is used
in each database, and characteristics of those sensors are
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Table 1. Characteristics of LWIR sensors

MORRIS TRICLOBS Military academy 1 Military academy 2

Infrared sensor Miricle 110KS XenICs Gobi 384 FLIR SC620 ATIS

Type uncooled micro-bolometer uncooled micro-bolometer uncooled micro-bolometer cooled Stirling machine

Spectral range 7–14µm 8–14µm 7.5–13µm 8–12µm

Resolution 384× 288 384× 288 640× 480 320× 240

Pixel size 35µm 25µm N/A N/A

NETD 50 mK @ 30◦C 50 mK @ 30◦C 40 mK @30◦C N/A

Number of coefficients (normalized)

-1 5. -1 -   50. 1 5.0 MSCN coefficients

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
(b)
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J2K
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0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8
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Number of coefficients (normalized)
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Fig. 2. MSCN histograms extracted from original LWIR images (ORG) and from JPEG and JPEG-2000 compressed images over three
quality levels: (a) – level 5, (b) – level 3, (c) – level 1

presented in Tab. 1. The database contains images ob-
tained from surveillance infrared cameras which justifies
studying the effects of compression on the exploitabil-
ity of LWIR images by human operators. In the aim of
emphasizing different monitoring and surveillance scenar-
ios under the outdoor conditions, the images have been
chosen so that they include different targets. Therefore,
the considered scenarios consist of: military and civilian
people (stationary, walking or running, carrying various
objects, group of soldiers, and a soldier in prone unsup-
ported position), civilian vehicles, and military engines.

The database contains twenty reference images. Each
pristine image is compressed applying JPEG and JPEG-
2000 algorithms using five different quality parameters for
each algorithm in order to obtain 200 degraded images
with different subjective quality.

4.2 NSS of LWIR images

According to [10], highly successful IQA metrics have
utilized band-pass statistical image models and particu-
larly mean-subtracted contrast normalized (MSCN) coef-
ficients and its variants. The MSCN is a result of a deeper
study of natural scene statistics (NSS) on visible images
conducted by Ruderman [49]. Results in [10] showed that
LWIR images share a lot of features with visible images
which makes using NSS models an appealing choice for
LWIR images quality assessment. The NSS of LWIR im-
ages can successfully identify local distortions. Besides,
they can offer an acceptable distortion estimate which
may help in predicting the subjective assessment.

An assessment model based on NSS was suggested in
[50]. The model was used to evaluate the quality of fused

LWIR and visible images in the presence of additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN), NU distortions, blurring and
JPEG compression. An opinion-distortion unaware and
an opinion-aware fused image quality analyzer were de-
veloped to provide better correlation with the subjective
scores.

Given an input image r, the corresponding MSCN
coefficients are denoted by r̂ and defined as [10]

r̂(i, j) =
r(i, j)− μ(i, j)

σ(i, j) + C
, (3)

where μ and σ are weighted estimates of the local lumi-
nance mean and standard deviation

μ(i, j) =

K∑
k=−K

L∑
l=−L

ωk,lrk,l(i, j) , (4)

σ(i, j) =

√√√√
K∑

k=−K

L∑
l=−L

ωk,l

(
rk,l(i, j)− μ(i, j)

)2
, (5)

with ω = {ωk,l | k = −K, . . . ,K, l = −L, . . . , L} being a
circularly-symmetric two-dimensional weighting function
sampled out to three standard deviations and normalized
to unit form. The constant C is used to prevent instabil-
ities when σ tends towards zero.

For our database, the MSCN histograms averaged for
both original and compressed LWIR images over multi-
ple quality levels are depicted in Fig. 2. It can be noticed
that the curves corresponding to both JPEG and JPEG-
2000 are significantly tighter compared to original images.
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Fig. 3. Example of an original image and corresponding test images with different quality levels (training session)

Fig. 4. Example of double stimulus evaluation

This result is more pronounced for JPEG algorithm with
lower quality levels (3 and 1). Meanwhile, the MSCN his-
togram of JPEG-2000 images narrows slightly over differ-
ent quality levels compared to JPEG. Furthermore, the
pristine images exhibit a Gaussian-like appearance, while
compressed images create a more Laplacian appearance.

4.3 Database annotation

Dedicated software with a graphical user interface
(GUI) was developed in order to facilitate the subjective
quality assessment process. The software was designed as
a Web application whose code is written in PHP 7.1.0
under the framework Laravel 2.4.0, and MySQL 5.6.17
database management system is used to store the data
collected from the subjects.

The application was designed in accordance with rec-
ommendations specified by ITU-R BT.500-14 [9]. There-
fore, the developed evaluation system meets the following
requirements:

• Before beginning the evaluation session, the observer
has to be familiarized with the annotation system,
the compression types and levels which will be used.
The images shown to the observer during this phase
shouldn’t be part of the assessment process. Figure 3

depicts an example used in the training session where
the original image is presented with test images com-
pressed using different compression levels.

• Both pristine and compressed (test) image are dis-
played as a couple one beside the other on the same
screen to fulfill the double stimulus requirement. This
choice is motivated by the assumption that the sub-
jects are mainly unfamiliar with LWIR images and
should be guided through the exposure to the origi-
nal and degraded versions of the image.

• The user is aware of the image type (original or de-
graded) and the original image position is kept the
same during the whole testing session (left side).

• User’s age and diopter correction (if any) are stored.

• The two images display lasts for a maximum of 20 sec-
onds. If the user does not annotate the image quality
within this duration, another pair of images will be
randomly chosen and displayed.

• A black screen which lasts for 2 seconds is displayed
between two consecutive couples of images.

• A session maximum length of 30 minutes is set. The
user’s assessment results are stored after the elapsed
session and he is allowed to continue the evaluation
process after a break.
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Fig. 5. Histogram of MOS scores for the complete database

• Two consecutive couples of images are subject to some
constraints which are: the original image has to be

different from the one previously displayed and the
compression level must differ from the previous as well
as the compression type.

Figure 4 shows the developed interface which displays
a pair of images for evaluation. The evaluation scale con-
tains five quality levels from “1” to “5”, where “5” cor-
responds to the highest quality and “1” corresponds to
the lowest. Depending on the perceived quality and tak-
ing into account the original image, the user can decide
whether the quality of the test image is “bad”, “poor”,
“fair”, “good” or “excellent”.

The evaluation process was carried out by 31 users
(soldiers, officers and military students from the Military
Academy, University of Defence in Belgrade) having dif-
ferent levels of familiarization with LWIR images and us-
ing the same setup. The age range of the users was from
20 to 45. In the testing phase, each user was exposed to a
set of 200 images. All the users have successfully finished
the scoring process in a maximum of two sessions (maxi-

Fig. 6. Examples of JPEG and JPEG-2000 compressed images (quality levels 5, 3 and 1) from the database (FS refers to the file size
in kB): (a) – original image (FS=266 kB), (b) – JPEG, quality level 5 (MOS=4.35, PSNR=39.86, FS=11 kB), (c) – JPEG, quality level
3 (MOS=3.52, PSNR=36.79, FS=8 kB), (d) – JPEG, quality level 1 (MOS=1.19, PSNR=30.9, FS=5 kB), (e) – JPEG-2000, quality level
5 (MOS=4.23, PSNR=39.94, FS=7 kB), (f) – JPEG-2000, quality level 3 (MOS=2.23, PSNR=35.78, FS=3 kB), and (g) – JPEG-2000,

quality level 1 (MOS=1.19, PSNR=33.01, FS=2 kB)
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mum of 30 minutes per session). Finally, a total number
of 6200 scores were gathered for later exploitation.

The results interpretation relies on the mean opinion
score (MOS). A plot of the histogram of the MOS scores
for the complete database is represented in Fig. 5, show-
ing an almost uniform distribution of the MOS scores for
the full range of image quality.

Figure 6 depicts a comparison between JPEG and
JPEG-2000 compressed images from our database. Three
quality levels are taken into consideration (5, 3 and 1).
It can be noticed that for the smallest degree of degra-
dation of the original image (quality level 5), the MOS
scores and PSNR values of the compressed images have
approximately the same values. JPEG-2000 image with
quality level 3 has a significant lower MOS compared to
the JPEG image at the same quality level, and the ad-
vantage in JPEG compressed image quality was prop-
erly evaluated with PSNR objective measure. The MOS
scores of the compressed images are equal for the maxi-
mum degradation of the original image (quality level 1).
At the same time, the PSNR objective measure favors
the image with JPEG-2000 compression (the difference is
about 2 dB). Moreover, the file size of JPEG-2000 images

is significantly lower than for JPEG images upon all three
levels. Thereby, for this example, JPEG-2000 algorithm
may take place if the user requires a higher compression
ratio with a quality compromise.

5 Results and discussion

Five analyses have been carried out in order to better
utilize and interpret the collected scores and images. The
conducted analyses are the following: analysis by original
image, analysis by quality level, analysis by compression
type, analysis by file size and analysis by subject.

5.1 Analysis by original image

We represented the MOS scores and their standard
deviations (MOS±STD) as a function of the original
image index for the two types of compression (Fig. 7).
For each original image, MOS scores were averaged
over all five quality levels. It can be noticed that users
prefer JPEG over JPEG-2000 images for all originals
(MOS(JPG)>MOS(J2K)). Furthermore, it could be ob-
served that the values of MOS(JPG)±STD overlap with
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those of MOS(J2K)±STD with the exception of original

image 10. This could be explained by the histogram given

in Fig. 8, where it is shown that the MSCN coefficients

distribution behaves broader compared to the rest of im-

ages (MSCN histogram for the original images is given

in Fig. 2). Despite this observation, scores for image 10

are kept to assure the fidelity of the database regarding
subjects evaluation.

5.2 Analysis by quality level

Figure 9 depicts MOS scores and their standard devi-
ations as a function of quality (degradation/compression)
level for the entire compressed database. In this case, av-
eraging of MOS scores was performed on all original im-
ages (20 values averaging). It is clear that the MOS scores
of JPEG compressed images are significantly higher than
those of JPEG-2000. In other words, for a given degra-
dation level MOS(JPG)>MOS(J2K). Moreover, it is no-
ticed that the quality difference between JPEG-2000 and
JPEG images is lower for both bad and excellent quality
levels (levels 1 and 5) since the observers can easily decide
about image quality for those levels.

5.3 Analysis by compression type

The database contains 100 images with JPEG and
JPEG-2000 compression. The mean values and standard
deviations of the subjective scores for both types of com-
pression and the complete database are given in Fig. 10.
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Averaging was performed on all 20 originals and five lev-
els of image degradation. From Fig. 10, it can be seen that
the average MOS for the whole database is 2.98, whereas

the mean MOS score of images with JPEG compression
is higher than the mean of MOS scores of images with

JPEG-2000 compression (3.47 vs 2.48).

5.4 Analysis by file size

Similar to the described analyzes where the averaging
of subjective scores was performed according to the orig-
inal image, level and type of compression, the averaging

of the sizes of the compressed images was also performed.

Figure 11 presents the average file size for JPEG and
JPEG-2000 compression per original image, where it can

be noticed that the curve of the average sizes of JPEG
compressed images is always above the corresponding
curve of the average values of images with JPEG-2000

compression.

File size ratio of compressed JPEG to JPEG-2000 im-

ages is inversely proportional to the level of quality as
shown in Fig. 12. The ratio is between 5 (bad quality
images) and 2 (excellent quality images).

Figure 13 depicts the average file size of all compressed
JPEG and JPEG-2000 images and their corresponding
average MOS scores. It can be noticed that JPEG-2000

algorithm is more beneficial in terms of compression ra-
tio with moderate average MOS compared to JPEG al-

gorithm.

5.5 Analysis by subject

The mean values of subjective quality evaluations for
each subject (observer), on the complete database and by
compression types, are shown in Fig. 14 and Fig. 15.

From Fig. 14, one can observe that the obtained MOS
scores are above 2.5 for all the subjects except for sub-
ject 10. It can also be highlighted that subject 19 is not
strict in evaluation. To account for individual preferences
and image content differences, we have resorted to the
outlier elimination procedure as explained in [9]. No out-
liers were found which means no need for rejecting any
subject. In addition, all the subjects expressed a prefer-
ence towards the JPEG over JPEG-2000 images (Fig. 15).

6 Objective quality assessment of the database

In the objective analysis, the performance of 23 con-
ventional and state-of-the-art widely cited quality metrics
is tested and results are summarized in Tab. 2. For the
analysis of the degree of agreement between subjective
and objective quality scores, five standard measures are
employed, namely: linear correlation coefficient (LCC),
Spearman’s rank-order correlation coefficient (SROCC),
mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square error
(RMSE) and outlier ratio (OR). More details about the
definitions and explanations of these quantitative indi-
cators can be found in [8]. A logistic function with four
parameters is used.
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Table 2. Comparison of the objective IQA metrics’ performance
on the entire LWIR image database

Metric LCC SROCC MAE RMSE OR (%)

PSNR 0.8144 0.8150 0.5229 0.6643 64.00

SSIM 0.8028 0.8031 0.5453 0.6826 70.50

MS-SSIM 0.8327 0.8276 0.5165 0.6339 68.50

VIF 0.9071 0.9019 0.3964 0.4817 60.00

MAD 0.8931 0.8847 0.4124 0.5149 63.00

GMSD 0.8860 0.8813 0.4291 0.5309 62.50

ADM 0.8815 0.8845 0.4275 0.5406 61.00

FSIM 0.9392 0.9370 0.3162 0.3931 48.50

GSM 0.8623 0.8526 0.4575 0.5797 64.00

IW SSIM 0.9043 0.9023 0.3935 0.4886 60.00

IW MSE 0.9008 0.9007 0.3948 0.4971 61.00

IW PSNR 0.9020 0.9007 0.3904 0.4942 60.00

CVSSI 0.8789 0.8729 0.4385 0.5460 62.50

MCSD 0.8678 0.8613 0.4562 0.5688 64.50

SR SIM 0.9112 0.9101 0.3759 0.4717 56.50

RFSIM 0.8698 0.8702 0.4679 0.5648 68.00

IGM 0.8641 0.8589 0.4615 0.5761 65.00

RVSIM 0.8973 0.8923 0.3861 0.5053 54.50

SFF 0.9032 0.9024 0.3962 0.4912 63.00

2stepQA 0.7730 0.7707 0.5487 0.7262 61.50

CEQI 0.9045 0.8991 0.3863 0.4882 57.00

HaarPSI 0.8591 0.8520 0.4704 0.5860 65.50

DISTS 0.8996 0.8833 0.3700 0.4671 56.00

Table 3. Comparison of the objective IQA metrics’ performance
on JPEG compressed LWIR images

Metric LCC SROCC MAE RMSE OR (%)

PSNR 0.8377 0.8146 0.4362 0.5650 59.00

SSIM 0.8472 0.8403 0.4408 0.5496 66.00

MS-SSIM 0.8649 0.8423 0.4322 0.5193 64.00

VIF 0.8899 0.8708 0.3880 0.4719 60.00

MAD 0.9390 0.9202 0.2693 0.3558 40.00

GMSD 0.8940 0.8724 0.3738 0.4636 61.00

ADM 0.9051 0.9070 0.3472 0.4398 53.00

FSIM 0.9532 0.9445 0.2496 0.3129 40.00

GSM 0.9461 0.9406 0.2568 0.3350 42.00

IW SSIM 0.8963 0.8669 0.3712 0.4587 57.00

IW MSE 0.9050 0.8860 0.3569 0.4402 53.00

IW PSNR 0.9054 0.8860 0.3556 0.4392 57.00

CVSSI 0.8858 0.8606 0.3937 0.4800 61.00

MCSD 0.9113 0.8910 0.3380 0.4259 51.00

SR SIM 0.9115 0.9083 0.3299 0.4256 48.00

RFSIM 0.8762 0.8715 0.4044 0.4987 61.00

IGM 0.8756 0.8517 0.4106 0.4997 68.00

RVSIM 0.8843 0.8520 0.3728 0.4831 52.00

SFF 0.8917 0.8696 0.3789 0.4684 63.00

2stepQA 0.7844 0.7532 0.4897 0.6417 63.00

CEQI 0.9246 0.9151 0.3197 0.3941 53.00

HaarPSI 0.9107 0.8990 0.3463 0.4273 60.00

DISTS 0.9271 0.9123 0.2924 0.3879 42.00

Table 4. Comparison of the objective IQA metrics’ performance on JPEG-2000 compressed LWIR images

Metric LCC SROCC MAE RMSE OR (%)

PSNR 0.8145 0.7998 0.4879 0.6205 62.00

SSIM 0.7943 0.7810 0.5272 0.6499 70.00

MS-SSIM 0.8308 0.8031 0.4978 0.5953 72.00

VIF 0.8893 0.8666 0.4023 0.4892 64.00

MAD 0.9231 0.9073 0.3179 0.4114 49.00

GMSD 0.8856 0.8630 0.3968 0.4968 55.00

ADM 0.9249 0.9153 0.3199 0.4068 50.00

FSIM 0.9369 0.9283 0.2890 0.3741 51.00

GSM 0.8902 0.8597 0.3917 0.4874 63.00

IW SSIM 0.8948 0.8789 0.3854 0.4777 66.00

IW MSE 0.8937 0.8800 0.3775 0.4800 58.00

IW PSNR 0.8979 0.8800 0.3637 0.4709 57.00

CVSSI 0.8848 0.8602 0.4116 0.4985 69.00

MCSD 0.8975 0.8770 0.3772 0.4719 62.00

SR SIM 0.9351 0.9251 0.2921 0.3790 48.00

RFSIM 0.8840 0.8634 0.4089 0.5001 65.00

IGM 0.8616 0.8339 0.4423 0.5431 66.00

RVSIM 0.8893 0.8749 0.3615 0.4892 51.00

SFF 0.9013 0.8900 0.3732 0.4635 63.00

2stepQA 0.7941 0.7658 0.5022 0.6501 64.00

CEQI 0.9226 0.9028 0.3477 0.4127 61.00

HaarPSI 0.8846 0.8620 0.4135 0.4989 70.00

DISTS 0.8996 0.8833 0.3700 0.4671 56.00
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Besides studying on the entire database, the chosen

metrics are applied to test their performance over com-

pression algorithms (JPEG and JPEG-2000) separately.

Results for JPEG images are given in Tab. 3, while Tab. 4

summarizes results for JPEG-2000 compressed images.

Figure 16 depicts the scatter plots of subjective MOS

against objective metrics scores obtained for the inter-

esting metrics (PSNR, IW PSNR, FSIM and GSM) ap-

plied on the entire database. The choice of these metrics

is basically motivated by their reputation and the results

given in Tab. 2, Tab. 3 and Tab. 4. As already mentioned,

PSNR belongs to the group of metrics which are widely

used because of their simplicity and ease of implemen-

tation. However, Fig. 16(a) shows that PSNR does not

fit well the subjective scores. The corresponding SROCC

is 81.5% (Tab. 2). Therefore, a modified PSNR version is

discussed, namely: IW PSNR. Inversely, this PSNR-based

metric provides an acceptable interpretation of the MOS

scores, Fig. 16(b), with SROCC of about 90% (Tab. 2).

This can be explained by the fact that IW PSNR measure

takes into consideration information theoretic analysis of

visual information content and fidelity in pooling stage.

From the obtained results, it is observed that the

FSIM metric exhibits the best fit with the subjective data

in comparison with other studied metrics which can be

proved by the dense scatter plot shown in Fig. 16(c). Ta-

ble 2 shows that FSIM outscored the other objective IQA

metrics for the entire database where LCC and SROCC

are about 94% with the lowest MAE and RMSE. The

same result is observed for both types of compression in

Tab. 3 and Tab. 4, with summarized measures perfor-

mance calculated for the objective IQA metrics for JPEG

and JPEG-2000 images respectively.

GSM metric is selected due to the significant discrep-

ancy between results obtained for JPEG and JPEG-

2000 image subsets. This measure, in terms of per-

formance on the JPEG subset of images, is ranked

second (LCC=94.61%), while its poorer performance

on the subset of images with JPEG-2000 compression

(LCC=89.02%) has also led to poor performance on com-

plete database (LCC=86.23%). It is also worthwhile to

mention that this metric has a narrow dynamic range,

which can be noticed in Fig. 16(d).

The less significant results are obtained for the 2stepQA

metric [39] with an SROCC of 77.07%. A plausible ex-

planation for this observation stems from the fact that

2stepQA is based on a database trained on visible im-

ages, which may not be a suitable option for LWIR images

quality assessment.

For the JPEG images, MAD metric is also a suitable

candidate for the quality assessment. In this case, the

LCC is 93.9%. Furthermore, the computational efficient

SR SIM metric provided an acceptable agreement score

for the JPEG-2000 images. The corresponding LCC is

93.51%.

7 Conclusion

In this work, we studied the quality of infrared (LWIR)
images of a novel database which we provided to the re-
search community. The database contains 20 pristine im-
ages and 200 JPEG and JPEG-2000 compressed images,
with five degradation levels considered. The quality of the
images was assessed by observers and by applying objec-
tive measures. The subjective evaluation was conducted
by 31 subjects who are all military soldiers, students and
officers from the Military Academy, University of Defence
in Belgrade. Different analyses were elaborated in order
to evaluate the collected scores and images. The obtained
results were statistically satisfying.

Several objective full-reference image quality assess-
ment measures were examined and among them the FSIM
model performed the best for both types of compres-
sion (JPEG and JPEG-2000) and on complete database.
When the entire database is considered, the FSIM ob-
tained degree of agreement with the results of subjective
tests, measured through the linear correlation coefficient,
of 94%. Therefore, FSIM better interprets the subjective
evaluations on compressed infrared images.

The database used in this work includes images origi-
nated from different surveillance scenarios while putting
an emphasis on various types of human activity. Besides,
this work provides experimental, publicly available results
related to the image quality assessment of two widely
used compression algorithms. The subjective results can
be considered as an important benchmark for developing
objective image quality algorithms which highly corre-
lates with the human perception. Developing such a tool
can be beneficial to surveillance systems given the fact
that it is capable of assessing the quality of compressed
LWIR images.

As a follow-up to this work, an extension of the
database is underway to study other types of degrada-
tion in addition to compression (blurring, additive white
noise and non-uniformity).
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